These are edited remarks from a panel discussion on aid effectiveness at the 2023 Australasian AID Conference, providing a historical perspective on performance management and evaluation in the Australian aid program.

There is so much that could be said, so many different perspectives that could be taken. I’m going to talk about a few changes over the last twenty years, some good, one bad.

Let me start with three good changes.

I’ll caveat at the start that the first two changes are actually to do with performance management rather than impact evaluation. Many of the projects Australia funds don’t lend themselves to impact evaluation. For these more diffuse projects, having a contestable rating system, where judgements are made about performance, judgements that will eventually be made public, is particularly important.

My involvement with the Australian aid program began when I was hired as AusAID’s Chief Economist in 2005. When I arrived I found that there was very little centralized performance management of the aid portfolio, certainly less than I was used to at the World Bank, where I had been working. I suggested we target Chris Hoban, another Australian, who had been Operations Manager in the World Bank’s Delhi Office where I had also been based. Chris became AusAID’s Principal Operations Adviser, and I always think he did an amazing job in a short time. With his help, the system of investment monitoring that continues to this day was set up.

Overall, my sense is that this system has stood the test of time. So that’s the first positive.

And in some ways the performance management system has been improved since it was established. There was one big improvement in 2019 when the final ratings for projects (or investments) were taken out of the hands of project managers and made the responsibility of a central unit. This caused a big drop in rated performance, which we have written about, but making the final ratings more independent was a significant step forward. That’s my
second positive reform.

Now onto evaluation. Evaluation of the aid program has also been strengthened over the last two decades. I got to have a second look at the aid program in 2011 when I worked on the Independent Review of Aid Effectiveness. We found that only about one-quarter of the evaluations that were meant to have been done over the last five years had been completed; and that of the completed evaluations, only two-thirds could be found, and only one-fifth had been published.

It took a while for reform in this area to be implemented but, since 2016, DFAT has taken a different approach. Rather than requiring that all projects be evaluated and then falling well short, DFAT is now targeting a smaller number of evaluations, making its evaluation plans public, and then following through. It’s a much more credible process, and one that has worked well.

There’s an important lesson here. It is better to have a more modest and realistic performance and evaluation framework, and implement it, rather than have a really ambitious, unrealistic one on paper, and fall well short.

That’s my third positive change.

I know some will people tend to dismiss these changes as cosmetic and the processes that underlie them as theatre. That is, the existing performance management and program evaluation requirements might be complied with, but aren’t really taken seriously. And that is certainly true to some extent. At the same time, these processes are not just theatre; they are also sometimes useful, and the aid program would be worse without them.

So it is not all doom and gloom. While it is easy to focus on the negative and what needs to be improved, there have been gains in the past.

Nor is the story simply one of AusAID versus DFAT. It’s more complex than that.

At the same time, I don’t want to pretend that everything is positive. I’m sure we can all think of ways in which the system could be improved, or taken more seriously. I will conclude, then, with my one negative “reform”.

As we all know, in 2021 the Office of Development Effectiveness (ODE) and the Independent Evaluation Committee (IEC) that sat above it were abolished. I know some people think ODE had lost its way, and that its and the IEC’s abolition was justified or at least no great loss.

However, I think we have to look at things from an institutional perspective. There are definitely forces that conspire against robust contestability and rigorous evaluation. You just
have to think about the public diplomacy role that DFAT is called on to play to understand that. And there are much broader forces within government and indeed within the aid sector that make it difficult for us to be critical, to talk about failure, that tend to make us operate, in Bill Easterly’s famous words, like a cartel of good intentions. You can just look at this conference and the Development Policy Centre’s blog, where the number of sessions or articles documenting program failure are very rare, and those celebrating success the standard fare.

So countervailing institutions are needed to push back on that, supporting good processes of performance management and impact evaluation. Andrew Leigh’s new Australian Centre for Evaluation is one such countervailing institution, government-wide. ODE and the IEC were countervailing institutions within first AusAID and then DFAT with an oversight and championing role in relation to both evaluations and performance management. In fact, two of the three positive reforms I highlighted earlier were a result of ODE or IEC pressure or initiatives. So the abolition of these two institutions was in my view definitely a backwards step.

That said, it’s not an accident that I’ve got, very simplistically, three positives and one negative reform. That’s not a comprehensive listing but it reflects my overall belief that in this specific area of Australian aid evaluation and performance management, we’ve had more progress than regress in the last twenty years.
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